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Goddess Devi Mantra 'Sarva Mangala Mangalye' Mantra,
సర్వమఙ్గలమాంగళ్యే శివే సర్వార్థసుధికంగా
ఉండేది మాత్రమే శివే సర్వార్థసుధికంగా ఉండేది
మాత్రమే శివే సర్వార్థసాధికంగా ఉండేది
మాత్రమే శివే సర్వార్థసాధికంగా ఉండేది
మాత్రమే శివే సర్వా
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(Phelps) Moloch is a sculpture of a 16th century Jewish
ghetto in central Amsterdam commissioned by the city of
Amsterdam. It was created by Joris van Schooten, a Dutch
sculptor and painter who worked in the late 15th and early
16th centuries. The work, made of copper and various
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gemstones, was probably commissioned by the French
admiral Abraham Janszoon de Vriese, the President of the
Amsterdam Guild of Saint Luke (from 1572 to 1573) and an
early opponent of the Reformation. The statue is located on a
small plaza in front of the De Molijn Church. According to
tradition, the statue is supposed to be the figure of a small
child (a Moloch) while he receives worship as the Creator
(the only way in the time of the Christian Reformation),
kneeling and holding an olive branch. The placement of
Moloch on the grounds of the "house of the Lord" is also
supposed to suggest the biblical meaning of "house of our
God", as the "house" was the city gates of the Jews. On top of
Moloch stands a castle with a cupola and a cross. 2d92ce491b
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